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4 of 4 review helpful But I can forgive all this because it is still generally a good story That I up until the point where 
By Wineguy Contains Spoilers I was pleasantly surprised with this novel it was fairly well written I have given up on 
so many self published books due to horrid writing but this was well done A few points There are some grammatical 
and editing errors as well as some factual errors Consis The Invasion of Europe is about to begin The wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan are mere footnotes in history the west banished from the Middle East as a powerful new Caliphate unites 
the Islamic world While Europe wallows in economic depression an army gathers on its borders watching waiting The 
massive truck bomb that levels Whitehall is the signal to commence hostilities heralding a wave of chaos that 
paralyses the capital and eng I m stunned really I am because Invasion is that good nbsp Packed with action and 
supported by bold and sympathetic characters alike from General Mousa the fearsome paratrooper tasked with seizing 
London and capturing the PM to Mac the tou 
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